Use trained interpreters, not bilingual staff or community members
  • Untrained interpreters permit inaccurate or summarized interpretations of clients’ comments. Bilingual staff and community members are less likely to keep the clients’ sessions confidential.¹

Explain “interpreting procedures” to the providers and clients
  • Interpreters are trained to use different “interpreting procedures” depending on the circumstances. The interpreter should explain these procedures to the provider as well as to the client in order to assure clear communication.²

Address the stigma associated with mental health that may influence interpreters
  • Untrained interpreters may not understand the sensitivity of mental health and bring their own prejudices to a session. For the provider’s treatment to be effective, possible biases need to be addressed.⁴

Define the roles of the interpreter and provider clearly
  • The provider and interpreter must understand and respect each other’s roles. The interpreter should not offer counseling and the provider should not interpret the client’s words.³

Have the provider discuss their goals for a session with the interpreter before seeing the client
  • Providers often have specific goals for each counseling session. The interpreter needs to be aware of these goals to work with the provider towards reaching common outcomes.⁵

Schedule time for the provider and interpreter to meet before and after each session to discuss concerns or answer questions
  • The provider and the interpreter will not always understand the other’s methods. Allow time for them to communicate about a session to reduce problems or confusion.⁵

Train providers and interpreters in cultural competency and help them understand the importance of culturally and linguistically sensitive interventions
  • Cultural and linguistic backgrounds influence the beliefs and values of every client and must be addressed to connect with the individual and to make the largest impact.⁶

Debrief interpreters so they can process the traumatic stories heard when interpreting the clients’ experiences
  • Many interpreters have experienced traumatic events similar to those reported by clients and may have emotions triggered when hearing clients’ experiences. To keep the interpreter healthy, debriefing should occur or a support system should be available.⁷

Build a provider-interpreter team
  • Providers and interpreters are both essential to the client’s good care. Emphasizing mutual respect facilitates better outcomes for clients.⁸

Use assessment tools to measure the accuracy of the interpreter
  • The accuracy of interpretation is crucial to effectively treat clients.⁷
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